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Safety, Camaraderie, and Club Legacy 
February 2016 

Connecting and Informing our Neptune Community with: 

“Retirement is nice - 
 I highly recommend it!” 

June 2016                                      
Newsletter 

June is here and with it the 2016 Blue Water Meet!!  I hope you all 

have been getting in the water and scoring some fish to warm up for 

the meet!  Looking forward to the best spearfishing competition in the 

world!  Teams are squaring off and some friendly trash talk has been 

thrown around.  With conditions like this, some tankers are bound to 

be dragged out of fish bags and coolers!  See you there! 

 

Rumors of big Seabass persist!  Many of our brothers have ventured to 

exotic destinations and scored some personal bests!! 

 

Please enjoy this month’s Newsletter! 
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2016 Neptunes Board 

 

President 
Keith Kaufmen 
(310)629-7605 
Kauff270@gmail.com 
 
 
Vice President 
Todd Norell 
(562) 309-3308 
Todd.c.norell@gmail.com 
 
 
Treasurer 
Bruce Dardis 
(310) 625-1029 
Bruce.Dardis@verizon.net 
lbneptunespayment@gmail.com 
 
 
Tentative Manager 
Danny Jones 
(562) 631-8228 
h2oapnea@yahoo.com 
 
 
Newsletter Editor 
Chris Malloy 
(310) 748-4812 
malloybreworks@gmail.com 
 
 
 
Club Historian 
Masahiro Mori 
(310) 628-8082 
morifish@hotmail.com 

 
Conservation Liaison 
Terry Maas 
(805) 642-7856 
tmaas@west.net 

 
Recording Secretary/Web Master 
Brandon Ward 

 

Be sure to see what is at our web site at: 

LongBeachNeptunes.com 

 

The Trident Newsletter is a publication of the Long 

Beach Neptunes, a Non Profit Organization dedicat-

ed to the art and lifestyle of spearfishing. 

 

Editor: Chris Malloy 

malloybreworks@gmail.com 

 

Attention all Fish Slayers!!!                                                    

It is imperative that if you get a quality fish that is worthy 

of a fish Application that you get your app turned in               

timely.  If you have even a hint of a question or think that 

there may be something that could affect a successful     

entry call or E-mail Todd Norell.  He will be there to help 

you sort it out.                           (562) 309-3308 

Todd.c.norell@gmail.com 

Neptunes to do list: 

 Pay your dues for 2016. 

 Send in your registration for the 2016 Bluewater  meet. 

 Sign up for the Camping trip 7/21-24 

mailto::Kauff270@gmail.com
mailto:morifish@hotmail.com
mailto:tmaas@west.net
http://www.longbeachneptunes.com/
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California 

Barracuda:  Open 

Bonito:  open 

Calico Bass:  Robert Strobach 5.8 lbs 

Calico Derby:  Robert Strobach 5.8 lbs 

Dorado:  open 

                                     

Halibut:  Open 

Lobster:  Dave Freeman 13 bs 

                                     

Sheepshead: open 

Tuna:   open 

White Sea Bass: Jesse Goode 61.5lbs 

Yellowtail: Dave Freeman  40.8lbs 

Abalone:     open            

Kent McIntyre:  

      

Out of Country    

Reef Fish:  Pelagic (non tuna):  

Di Giosa - 42 lb Rooster, 38 lb cubera snapper 

 

  

2016 Fish Standings  
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The 2016 Neptune Calendar 

 

 June 10-12 Blue Water Meet:  

 July: 7/6/16: BWM results/trophies.  Member videos and slideshow. 

 July 21-24th: Neptune family Camping Trip. 

 August: 8/3/16: Diver Safety meeting. 

 September: 9/7/16:  Manufacturer’s night. 

 October: 10/5/16:  Tac Medical training. 

 Fall Classic: 10/15/16 
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Kent Mcintyre Award 
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Panama!!!!                  By Robert Strohbach 

 

Diving for YFT tuna in Panama 

After a lack luster trip to Alijos Rocks in search of tuna last November, the elite dive team 

(over 50) from Riders of the Storm reunited for a Panama tuna trip. Mel Mitchel’s used the 

background music “Riders of the storm” in his last video of our Alijos  Rocks trip which 

was quite fitting.  Our last boat’s name was the M/V Storm which we later learned had 

previously sunk and was held together by lots of rusty screws and few prayers. Fortunately 

we survived some pretty nasty seas so the best way to get over an ordeal like that is to 

plan another tuna trip.  As many of you know, tuna trips are expensive, unpredictable, 

hard to plan, can be plagued with organizational problems.  Fortunately Del White and 

Tim Hatler (owner of Palpas Ventana) worked out all the details for our adventure to Pan-

ama.  Our dive team included all the divers from Riders of the Storm, Steve Parkford, Mel 

Mitchel, Del White, John Carpenter and me (Robert Strohbach).  Tyler Rameson from 

Santa Barbara took Bill Peratt’s spot (big mistake for Bill).  Steve, John, Tyler and I shot 

our personal best tuna on this trip.  Mel and Del also shot some impressive tuna. 
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Panama!! 

We flew to Panama City and spent a relaxing day at the Hard Rock Hotel dreaming about 

our upcoming adventure. Tim Hatler scheduled a van to pick up our dive gear since our 

next flight/leg of the trip (Panama City to David only allowed 25 pounds of check on lug-

gage). After a forty-five minute flight to David and another hour drive in a van, we finally 

reached our fishing lodge. Everyone was happy to see that our dive gear/guns survived the 

seven hour road trip.  The driver filled our 3 ATM Riffe  floats, unfortunately he did not re-

alize that Tyler’s float was not a 3 ATM (blew up)!  Our mother ship was a 78 foot motor 

yacht with a crew of five (did I mention that we had our own personal massage therapist)!  

We also had two chase boats with Captains and deck hands to assist divers with their float 

lines, floats and guns.  This dive program was looking a whole lot more promising than the 

trip to Aliso Rocks aboard the M/V Storm.  Mel was elated since he spent his last five trips 

to Panama living on an island infested with mosquitos, clearly AC and a gourmet chef 

aboard would be greatly appreciated!  We left the fishing lodge on the 78 foot mothership, 

Devotion (none of us missed the M/V Storm…hope she is still afloat).  We traveled about 50 

miles to Cobia Island (which happens to be a reserve loaded with salt water crocodiles).   

Our Captain had a briefing with us and informed us that a diver was eaten by the crocodiles 

several years ago and that they grow to five meters!  Fortunately the M/V Devotion would 

be anchored here in a quiet cove and we would be diving about 12 miles away at Hannibal 

Bank in our two chase boats. 
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Panama!! 

Everyone was up at 5:30am every day (no time to relax and drink coffee); crew was up at 

3:30am preparing breakfast and our lunches for the day.  The food was incredible, fresh pa-

paya, pineapple, watermelon along with eggs, bacon and toast daily.  We left at 6:15am and 

were at the bank diving by 7:00am.  We dove all day until 5:30pm and then headed back to 

the mothership for showers, great dinners and a massage!   

Day one:  Everyone was excited; Tim ordered plenty of chum and had chum bags for all of 

us.  The crews would throw chum and all the divers had the options when to deploy their 

chum as well.  Water visibility was 40-80 feet depending on the currents and time of day.  

We dove near a high spot (140 feet) on Hannibal bank.  There were schools of Horse Jacks at 

35 feet with schools of Mutton and Colorado snappers underneath them.  Rainbow runners 

were present as well; a few of them had bite marks on them (clearly signs of some large tu-

na)!  Surface temperature was around 83 degrees and we hit a thermocline around 40 feet, 

the cool water was definitely refreshing.  I was in awe of the snappers and rainbow runners 

and excited to finally be in the water.  I dropped down another ten feet and suddenly I was 

surrounded by yellowfin tuna, clearly they were 20-25 feet away from me and moving fast.  I 

tried to line up for a shot but the school of tuna disappeared into the depths.  I tried to relax 

as I hit the surface and looked over at Steve (he looked at me and yelled Tuna)!  My heart 

was racing, clearly we were in the right place!  It wasn’t long before Steve, John and I landed 

our first Panama tuna!  The fish were 40-50 pound range.  We later learned that Mel, Del 

and Tyler also landed tuna on their boat as well!  I con-

tinued to dive and was able to close the gap on another 

61# tuna, what a day!  Several hours later, I dove down 

and glided to 50 feet, I looked to my right and saw a gi-

ant YFT coming in my direction. I stretched out and 

quickly swam towards it and took my shot.  I was ready 

for the battle but quickly realized that I missed!  I be-

lieve that I shot at the mid body (huge mistake) that 

would haunt me for the rest of the day! 
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61.12 Seabass                By Lyle Davis 

Day Two:  We are in the water at 7am, I am still visualizing the giant YFT I saw the day before.  I 

quickly rehearse the plan in my mind what to do when I see another giant YFT.  It requires disci-

pline and determination to maintain your focus when it’s game time!  Several dives later, I am 

suddenly surrounded by 40-60# YFT, I decided early on that I was going to wait for a trophy fish 

since I was fortunate enough to land two tuna the day before.  Several dives later without seeing 

any fish, I start to reconsider my game plan….maybe I should have taken a shot at that 60# YFT.  

Once again, I dive down and did the Superman glide, I saw a large single tuna in the distant.  I 

power towards the fish closing the gap to 20-25 feet and take downward shot to my left.  I shoot 

and suddenly I see my float line racing by me….adrenaline rushes into my brain as I grab the 

float and get pulled through the water.  Several minutes pass and the line goes slack….my shot 

was obviously not good enough!  Two sightings of giant YFT and no success in landing one!   As 

I load my gun again, I convince myself that I will have another opportunity if I stay focused and 

relaxed!  I dive for several more hours with a few sightings of 40-60# fish.  We moved the boat 

up current and reload our chum bags one more time.  We drop Steve off first, and then John and 

I jump in shortly afterwards.  I once again start to set up a chum latter (one piece every five sec-

onds) and watch my chum drift down to 25 feet in the deep blue.  I suddenly see this huge YFT 

come up from the depths to eat my chum at 25 feet and it quickly moves up to 20 feet and 15 feet 

swallowing more chum.  I lay motionless looking at this fish head on when he suddenly does a U

-turn below me and heads for another piece of chum.  Instinctively, I lunged forward and point 

my gun straight down aiming at his back behind his head and pull the trigger.  I see the fish flex 

as the shaft hits him and watch him go from zero to 50MPH as he disappears into the depths. 

Within seconds my 100 foot float line is 

gone and my one 3ATM float is suddenly 

by my head.  I grab the end of the float 

and I am suddenly being pulled through 

the water with tremendous force.  I knew 

I had a great shot and was ready for the 

sleigh ride. Thirty seconds into the sleigh 

ride, I realize that I am being pulled down 

with my float and am forced to let go at 15 

feet.  As I get to the surface, I watch my 

float disappear into the depths (80-100 

feet) in front of me.   
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Panama!! 

.  I quickly thought about the first two giant YFT I lost and reassure myself that I have an-

other float and shaft on the chase boat.  I could not believe the power that tuna had, I laid 

on the surface and thought why I didn’t use two or three floats (another critical mistake)!  

Several minutes passed as I looked around me hoping to see my float again, then magical-

ly I saw a float pop up 100 yards in front of me (yes, yes and yes…the fish Gods were look-

ing out for me).  I quickly swam towards my float and yelled at the chase boat that I need-

ed more floats.  They quickly tossed me two more floats and I quickly attached them to 

the first float that was being pulled down.  I certainly felt a lot better once those floats 

were attached.  Now I could focus on pulling this fish up (at least that was my plan).  Sev-

eral pulls on the float line sent a signal to the fish that I was still there and he was not 

ready to surrender. This YFT proceeded to go full throttle and pull me in the water for an-

other 20 minutes.  I was looking at my watch and was wondering how long this fish could 

continue.  He slowed down and once again I pulled on my float line for about one minute 

before the fish took off again for 10 minutes (unbelievable).  This scenario happened more 

time before I finally was able to start pulling him up (took me another 20 minutes).  I was 

exhausted but I signaled the chase boat that I needed a second shot gun.  I left out about 

five feet of bungie just in case he decided to make one final run.  I tried to relax and 

breathe up for that final dive. It was an incredible sight as I glided down to take my sec-

ond shot on this magnificent fish.  As I was surfacing, a rush of adrenaline hit me as I held 

my arms up in victory.  I finally landed a giant YFT!  As I pulled the fish up, I could not 

believe how heavy and difficult it was to bring it to the surface.  It was pretty exciting to 

watch this beast get pulled up through the transom door while I was still in the water.  

Tim Hatler was in the water getting photos and video of the whole process (thank you). 

The fish was taped out at 74 inches long with a 50 inch girth, we weighed the fish on a certified 

scale at 210#!  I was elated that I finally shot a YFT that weighed over 200#’s and was taller 

than I was.   
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Panama!! 
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This was definitely an incredible trip, 27 YFT were taken by six divers that collectively 

weighed over 1700#.  All the divers took home an ice chest full of tuna and the majority 

of fish was donated to our crew and other families that lived nearby.  We were very for-

tunate with our timing which included great visibility, lots of schools of tuna and flat 

seas.  I am certain that most of us will be dreaming about this trip for many years. 

Robert Strohbach 

Panama!! 
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Panama!! 
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Panama!! 
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There are yellowtail at the       

islands!  Even a few kelp       

paddies already holding  out 

there!  Go get them! 

Thank you to those of you who 

sent in content for this edition 

of the Trident!! 

Send me your stories and  

Pictures!!  See you at the BWM! 

Sincerely, 

 

Chris Malloy 

Newsletter Editor 
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Boat for Sale                     Courtesy of  Mori 
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Please continue to appreciate and support our Sponsors! 
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